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Abstract

The rise of data-center traffic led to the development of Data-Center Interconnect (DCI) network
solutions, whose market has been rising significantly in the past few years. DCI modules are simple devices
that provide an interface between data-centers and the underlying optical transport network while ensuring
scalability and cost efficiency. These modules are responsible for mapping flows into flexible optical interfaces
and providing switching funtionalities. However, in order to maintain simplicity and low costs, any client
flexibility must be handled outside this equipment. The introduction of Flex Ethernet (FlexE) addresses this
problem, introducing client flexibility by decoupling flows from the physical interfaces connecting routers
and transport boxes. FlexE introduces a new layer in the Ethernet stack allowing for the virtualization of
flows across Ethernet interfaces, allowing single flows to span multiple interfaces and multiple flows to be
grouped into one interface. This thesis studies the use of FlexE solutions in a Dense Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (DWDM) transport network scenario, analyzing how the degree of transport box awareness to
FlexE clients impacts the overall network efficiency. A network simulation was developed in order to assess
the multiple proposed FlexE scenarios influence the provisioning of FlexE client flows in a DCI scenario and
consequently, the efficiency of resource usage, such as router cards, transport equipment, client interfaces and
DWDM transport interfaces.
Keywords: Optical transport networks; FlexE; DCI; DWDM.

1. Introduction

Telecommunication networks play a central role in
the interconnection of today’s society. In recent years,
cloud applications have grown in popularity, allowing
for remote computation and storage. This increased
need for cloud resources has led to the emergence of
large scale data-center facilities that house multiple
companies, applications and user data. Cloud traffic
is expected to reach 14.1Z Bytes/year (1 Zettabyte =
1021 Bytes = 1012 GBytes)[3], adding up to about 92%
of total data-center traffic.

In order to cope with these amounts of traffic, data-
center operators are focusing efforts and money in de-
veloping their Data-Center Interconnect (DCI) net-
work solutions, ensuring security backups and redun-
dancy of critical data, guarantying scalability, effi-
ciency and low latency while remaining affordable and
simple [2]. DCI networks are therefore becoming ev-
ermore important to operators and big corporations,
with the DCI market growing almost 50% in 2016 alone
[1].

Employing a flexible client solution in DCI networks
provides a simple yet efficient way of dealing with large
amounts of traffic, independently of bit-rate, source
and destination. Therefore, this study proposes the
use of Flex Ethernet (FlexE) as one solution for DCI.

2. Background

A data-center consists in a group of servers that
can host a number of different applications and store
their data remotelly. Data-centers have a hierarchical
architecture with multiple layers of Layer 2 switches,
topped with a Layer 3 IP/MPLS router that routes
traffic to and from the data-center.

Large companies typically own several geographi-
cally separated data-center facilities in order to ensure
data redundancy. This means that data-centers must
communicate with each other, forming a Data-Center
Interconnect (DCI) network. In a DCI network, data-
centers are connected to one another via IP/MPLS
routers, placing a heavy burden on core transport net-
works.

DCI networks (Figure 1), use specific devices to pro-
vide an interface with the underlying transport net-
work. IP/MPLS routers are connected to a DCI mod-
ule via multiple Ethernet links. This DCI module pro-
vides an interface between these routers and the net-
work elements of the transport network, the ROADMs
by multiplexing client signals arriving from a router
(client-side) and converting them to the optical do-
main. The resulting optical channels (line-side) are
then switched across the DCI network, to a certain
destination router.

DCI modules must maintain contact with the trans-
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port network’s control plane, requesting available
lightpath capacity for incoming clients. The control
plane is then responsible for the establishment of light-
paths at the DCI modules, taking into account the
overall network’s state [5].
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DWDM topology interconnecting several sites in a mesh 

pattern, for long-haul or metro/regional applications. As Fig. 

1 illustrates, Ethernet traffic is exchanged between routers 

at different nodes through the DWDM transport 

infrastructure. To this effect, the interface from the routers 

to the DWDM layer comprises DCI transport boxes that 

receive data from through Ethernet client ports, multiplexing 

it and using the transceivers on the line-side to create optical 

channels at a given bit-rate. 

The R-T connection is formed by parallel 100GE links, 

which can be bundled using FlexE for transmission of the 

Ethernet flows. In the FlexE paradigm, exemplified in Fig. 

2a, these individual flows are denominated FlexE clients, and 

can take the form of a MAC rate of 10, 40, or any multiple of 

25 Gb/s [12]. The FlexE end-points are called shims, and their 

role is to map/de-map the flows to/from the desired set of 

Ethernet PHYs. A set of logically bundled PHYs forms a 

FlexE group. In this work, we assume a FlexE shim can 

handle an arbitrary number of different FlexE groups 

(naturally constrained by the number of available PHYs).  

 

 
Fig. 1. DCI network scenario. 

 

Within this basic structure, the premise of FlexE is to 

allow bonding and sub-rating of the Ethernet PHYs, as 

exemplified in Fig. 2b. Bonding refers to using multiple PHYs 

to carry a unique flow with a rate higher than the PHYs, by 

multiplexing the flow in time through the calendar slots on 

each PHY. Sub-rating refers to using a PHY to support a 

MAC rate below it. Combining these two features, it is 

possible to perform channelization, which generally involves 

multiplexing multiple flows to multiple PHYs in a FlexE 

group, where the rates of each flow may be higher or smaller 

than the individual PHY rate. 

B. FlexE Transport Modes 

The application of the FlexE paradigm to the transport 

architecture in Fig. 1 determines that each router possesses 

a FlexE shim that maps/de-maps client flows to the Ethernet 

PHYs doing the R-T connection. Multiple implementations 

are possible under this umbrella, depending on the 

awareness of the transport boxes regarding the FlexE 

overhead. Three different transport use-cases can be 

envisioned: FlexE-Unaware transport, FlexE-Partially-

Aware transport, and FlexE-Aware transport [12,17]. Each of 

these alternatives is depicted in Fig. 3, and now described in 

further detail. 

 
Fig. 2. FlexE structure and use-cases (partially adapted from [13]): 

a) FlexE architecture; b) Bonding, sub-rating and channelization. 

 

In the FlexE-Unaware case (Fig. 3b), the transport 

network has no visibility over the contents of the FlexE 

groups. The shims are placed exclusively at the routers, and 

the transport boxes simply map the PHYs into appropriate 

transport containers and transmit them over a DWDM 

channel. The individual flows are only recovered at the FlexE 

shim in the destination router. In this scenario, a FlexE 

group comprises a symmetrical set of PHYs on both end-

nodes, and naturally only flows between the same end-nodes 

can be mapped to a same FlexE group. A FlexE group must 

also be associated with a unique pair of shims, hence the set 

of PHYs used must be connected to a unique router card on 

the source and destination nodes. Furthermore, the 

destination shim must compensate for the skew between the 

different PHYs of the same FlexE group. In transport 

applications spanning sizeable distances (hundreds to 

thousands of km), it is not practical for the shim layer to de-

skew PHYs that were carried through different optical paths. 

Hence, a co-routing constraint must be enforced for all PHYs 

carried transparently over the DWDM network. Note that, in 

general, this constraint can be applied to PHYs across 

various transport boxes, as the FlexE group is only 

terminated at the destination shim. 

In this scenario, the transport boxes can be functionally 

equivalent to a muxponder, with pre-defined connections 

between the client- and line-side ports, albeit with flexibility 

to select which client PHYs are transported based on the 

feasible bit-rate of the desired optical path. An additional 

advantage is that, since the transport equipment has no 

visibility over the FlexE content, existing boxes can be used 

to carry traffic transparently. However, the co-routing 

constraints must be managed by a control-plane entity 
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Figure 1: DCI network scenario [5].

As data-center traffic continues to rise, so does the
diversity of applications and services, which results in
a large number of traffic flows with variable bit rates.
The use of fixed Ethernet rates in a data-center sce-
nario can become inefficient in terms of resource usage,
since it limits the number of clients in one interface,
not taking full advantage of its full capacity. More-
over, as the used Ethernet standards continue to in-
crease in bit-rate (e.g. up to 100Gb/s and 400Gb/s),
the efficient mapping of such large clients into an op-
tical transport network in a DCI scenario becomes in-
efficient and complex. Therefore, there is a need to
introduce flexibility at the service layer as a means of
efficiently mapping diverse clients, with variable rates,
allowing for a more efficient use of network resources.
Flex Ethernet (FlexE) was introduced to address such
problems, providing client flexibility for DCI networks
[6]. FlexE allows for the dissociation of client rates and
the physical medium by adding a FlexE shim between
the MAC and PCS layers in the Ethernet protocol
stack as well as for the grouping of Ethernet physical
interfaces, PHYs, in order to achieve higher rates then
the existing fixed ones. FlexE also provides a means
of grouping multiple client signals into one single PHY
or even spread different clients across multiple PHYs,
independenly of their rate [8]. In order to do so, FlexE
uses TDM techniques for the multiplexing of individ-
ual, fixed size, calendar slots which can be filled with
any MAC flow [6].

2.1. Flex Ethernet Architectures
An implementation of FlexE is proposed in [7],

where PHYs in the router-to-transport module or
transport box (R-T) connection can carry multiple
clients smaller than their capacity, in what is called
sub-rating, or allow for the demultiplexing of larger
clients across several PHYs, through PHY bonding.

This allows for the channelization of flows, meaning
that each PHY can carry different clients. This sce-
nario is represented in Figure 2 a). Logical groups of
PHYs form FlexE groups that are defined between two
FlexE shims. These shims map/de-map client flows to
or from the group’s PHYs. FlexE’s general architec-
ture is presented in Figure 2 b).

a)

b)

Figure 2: Flex Ethernet Structure: a) PHY bonding,
sub-rating and channelization; b) Architecture legend
[5].

FlexE foresees three different scenarios in terms of
the complexity of the transport equipment and its
awareness to FlexE clients: FlexE-Unaware, FlexE-
Partially-Aware and FlexE-Aware. In the FlexE-
Unaware scenario (Figure 3), the transport box has
no visibility over the contents of the FlexE groups,
allocating all the PHYs’ capacity line-side, indepen-
dently of the actual transported payload. The shims
are placed exclusively at the routers, and the transport
boxes simply map the PHYs into appropriate trans-
port containers. This architecture implies that all the
clients mapped into a FlexE group must have the same
end-points. Moreover, the individual clients are only
recovered at the FlexE shim in the destination router,
meaning each FlexE group consists of a symmetrical
set of PHYs on both end-nodes. A FlexE group must
also be associated with a unique pair of shims, meaning
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its PHYs must be connected to a unique router card
on the source and destination nodes. Furthermore,
PHYs belonging to the same FlexE group must take
the same path in the network, eliminating the need
for delay compensation at the shim. This imposes a
co-routing constraint that must be accounted for.
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Figure 3: FlexE-Unaware scenario architecture [4].

The FlexE-Partially-Aware scenario, in Figure 4, is
similar to the Unaware scenario. However, it fore-
sees a limited level of FlexE awareness in the trans-
port box. In this instance, transport boxes are only
aware of which slots are being used by client flows, and
which ones are not. This is achieved via a mapper/de-
mapper at each transport box’s client ports. However,
this introduces additional complexity in the transport
equipment. Since the client mapping is no longer fixed,
arbitrary sized payload is mapped into ODUflex con-
tainers, requiring the presence of switching fabric for
container aggregation within the transport box itself.
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Figure 4: FlexE-Partially-Aware scenario architecture
[4].

The FlexE-Aware transport scenario, in Figure 5,
confines FlexE groups to a single R-T connection by
placing additional FlexE shims at the transport box.
A single FlexE group can carry clients with multiple
destinations, as they will be individually recovered at
the transport box. Consequently, the transport box
must have inherent grooming capabilities to aggregate
and switch the flows onto the desired optical channels,
adding complexity to its design. Contrary to previ-
ous scenarios, FlexE groups can no longer span across
multiple transport boxes.

3. Implementation

The purpose of this analysis is to minimize cost
of the FlexE solution by minimizing the number of
required hardware, while ensuring resource usage effi-
ciency.
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Figure 5: FlexE-Aware scenario architecture [4].

Given a specific network Γ(V,E), each node has mul-
tiple router cards, rik, and transport boxes, tik, depend-
ing on the number of demands it processes. Router
cards and transport boxes are physically connected
via Ethernet PHYs. This analysis considers two main
FlexE settings, regarding the rate of client interfaces:
100 GbE interfaces and 400 GbE client interfaces. In
the first case, each router card has 16 client ports,
with a total capacity of 1.6 Tb/s, and transport boxes
have a total capacity of 400 Gb/s distributed across 4
client cards and 2 optical line ports. In the second case
router cards have 16 client ports, with a total capacity
of 6.4 Tb/s, while transport boxes remain with a total
capacity of 400 Gb/s, using one single 400 GbE client
card.

In order to assess the outcome of employing a FlexE
solution, the multiple FlexE scenarios described in Sec-
tion 2.1 were implemented and simulated. However,
the implementation of these scenarios must take into
account a set of constraints.

Considering a set of N FlexE client flows F =
{f1, f2, ..., fN}, each client, with a certain source and
destination, fj(s, d), and a bit-rate of γfj [Gb/s], must
be assigned to a single FlexE group gy. Each group is
also characterized by its source and destination nodes,
gy(s, d). A certain FlexE group contains M FlexE
flows, gy(s, d) = {fy1 , f

y
2 , ..., f

y
M} and has a total rate

rategy [Gb/s]. This rate must be met with sufficient
PHYs of a certain capacity, PHY cap [GbE]. In this
sense, a group’s total PHY capacity, capgy [GbE] must
respect capgy ≥ rategy . As PHYs may be sub-rated, a
FlexE group might have available free capacity, freegy
[Gb/s] in its PHYs, given by capgy −rategy . Note that
capgy must be provisioned on both the source and des-
tination nodes. The number of PHYs connected to a
given router card must be limited by the number of
available router ports, Router Ports, and the num-
ber of PHYs connected to a given transport box must
also be limited to the number of available client ports,
Tp Clt Ports.

A transport box at node i, tik, has a number of line
ports, Tp Line Ports. Each line port can deploy a
lightpath lp,λgy,tk , using a physical path p, assigned with
wavelength λ and connected to the transport box tk
of group gy. A transport box’s line-side capacity must
suffice for mapping all connected FlexE clients while
limiting the number of deployed lightpaths to the avail-
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able number of line ports. Note that each lightpath
deployed at a source node, must have a correspond-
ing lightpath associated to a transport box at the des-
tination node, using the same path p, wavelength λ
and serving the same FlexE group gy. Lightpaths that
share the same wavelength λ may not take physical
paths with links in common due to the wavelength con-
tinuity constraint. Finally, a co-routing constraint for
all lightpaths carrying PHYs of the same FlexE group
must be ensured, meaning that different lightpaths as-
signed to the same FlexE group gy must always take
the same path p through the network.

In order to overcome the impracticality of finding an
optimal solution, heuristic methods where developed
for the provisioning of FlexE client flows for each FlexE
scenario. In this sense, a sequential flow assignment al-
gorithm based on a greedy approach is proposed, with
the objective of minimizing the overall required hard-
ware, hence the overall cost of the solution.

3.1. FlexE-Unaware and FlexE-Partially-
Aware flow provisioning algorithms

The proposed heuristic for the FlexE-Unaware sce-
nario foresees three outcomes for the assignment of
a flow fj to a FlexE group: assign fj to an existing
group, expanding an existing group and assign fj to
it or assign fj to a new FlexE group. The first out-
come occurs if there is an existing FlexE group with
the same end-nodes as fj with enough free capacity in
its PHYs for all of it, respecting the co-routing con-
straint. If that group only has enough free capacity
for a part of γfj , it may be extended by adding new
PHYs. Lastly, if there is no existing group available,
a new one must be created. The process of creating
a new FlexE group or extending an existing one must
first verify if there is an available path in the network
for f , accounting for the co-routing constraint. If there
are no available paths, fj may be blocked. However,
this process imposes that an initial path p1 must be
found for fj , in order to search groups that also use p1.
However, because it is not possible to know how many
wavelengths will be needed beforehand, the worst case
scenario is assumed (i.e. two additional wavelengths
will be needed).

Algorithm 1: Flow provisioning for the FlexE-Unaware
Scenario with 100GbE client interfaces.

Input: Network Γ(V,E); Flow fj with capacity γfj
between nodes sd; Set of existing FlexE groups G.

1: From G, extract all FlexE groups between nodes s
d: G(s, d).

2: for all group gy ∈ G(s, d) do
3: Check the free available capacity in the PHYs

of gy, freegy , respecting the co-routing constraint.
4: end for
5: if max freegy ≥ γfj then

6: Assign flow fj to group gy with the highest
freegy .

7: else
8: for all gy ∈ G(s, d) do
9: Determine how many new PHYs, nPHY s

must be added to gy, such that it supports γfj .
10: Determine how many new lightpaths, nLPs,

are required to nPHY s PHYs.
11: if Router Ports of router rik serving gy <

nPHY s or available wavelengths in p < nLPs then
12: Remove gy from G(s, d).
13: end if
14: end for
15: if G(s, d) is not empty then
16: Select the group gy with the smallest

nPHY s. As a tie-breaker, select the one with the
highest freegy .

17: Provision the required nPHY s and connect
them to the source/destination routers of gy.

18: for i = 1 : nPHY s do
19: Search for an available transport box

client port connected to an existing lightpath lp,λgy,tk
with sufficient capacity for the PHY i. If found,
connect PHY i to this client port map it into lp,λgy,tk .

20: If PHY i has not yet been assigned,
search for an available transport box with an un-
used line port. If found, connect PHY i to this
client port and provision a new lightpath lp,λnew

gy,tk
using the First-Fit algorithm to assign it the first
available wavelength λnew.

21: If PHY i has not yet been assigned, pro-
vision a new transport box, and connect PHY i
to its first client port. Provision a new lightpath
lp,λnew

gy,tk
using the First-Fit algorithm to assign it

the first available wavelength λnew.
22: end for
23: else
24: Using the k-Shortest Path algorithm, com-

pute the first path p between nodes s−d with suf-

ficient available wavelengths to carry

⌈
γfj

PHY cap

⌉
PHYs.

25: if a path p was found then
26: Create a new FlexE group gy with⌈

γfj
PHY cap

⌉
PHYs. Connect the PHYs to a single

router card on the source and destination nodes.
If necessary, provision a new router card(s).

27: for i = 1 :

⌈
γf

PHY cap

⌉
do

28: Search for an available transport box
with an unused client and line port. If found, con-
nect PHY i to this client port and provision a new
lightpath lp,λnew

gy,tk
using the First-Fit algorithm to

assign it the first available wavelength λnew.
29: If PHY i has not yet been assigned,

provision a new transport box, and connect PHY
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i to its first client port. Provision a new lightpath
lp,λnew

gy,tk
using the First-Fit algorithm to assign it

the first available wavelength λnew.
30: end for
31: else
32: Block the flow fj
33: end if
34: end if
35: end if

Output: Updated set G.

The FlexE-Partially-Aware scenario is very simi-
lar to the FlexE-Unaware scenario, and the developed
heuristic for it operates in the same way. The only
difference between the two scenarios is that instead
of transparently mapping client PHYs, the FlexE-
Partially-Aware scenario only maps actual traffic.

Another considered scenario uses a transport box
configuration with one single 400 GbE client-port and
the same two 200 Gb/s line-ports, shown in Figure 6.
This configuration alters the overall FlexE architecture
and consequently, the heuristic approach taken. Since
transport boxes now have a single client interface, line-
ports must be provisioned with lightpaths when the
equipment is created. In the Unaware scenario, trans-
port boxes must be created taking into account the
allowed lightpath rates. For example, if lightpaths are
restricted to 100 Gb/s, in order to transparently map a
400 GbE client, four lightpaths will be required, there-
fore, transport boxes must have four line ports. In
the Partially-Aware scenario, the client’s capacity can
be simply limited according to lightpath rates. There-
fore, for the Unaware scenario, the number of required
wavelengths cannot be known beforehand, similarly to
what happens in the previous scenario using transports
with multiple 100 Gb/s client interfaces. In this sense,
a worst case scenario of requiring four wavelengths is
assumed at the beginning. Moreover, since R-T con-
nections can only carry flows with the same destina-
tions, the pair of lightpaths originating in every trans-
port box must take the same path over the network.
The heuristics developed for both the Unaware and
Partially-Aware scenarios are very similar. However,
the in the Partially-Aware scenario, it is always known
that two wavelengths will be required, when initializ-
ing new transport equipment.

3.2. FlexE-Aware flow provisioning algorithms
In the FlexE-Aware scenario, transport boxes can

now process individual FlexE clients, independently
of their destination. In this sense, the approach
taken now is to first find a suitable router-transport-
transport-router combination and then make the light-
path provisioning. This adds some complexity to
the developed heuristic, specially when the number
of hardware escalates, since all combinations of trans-
port boxes must be considered. The following heuristic
starts by testing all possible combinations of transport

a)

b)

Figure 6: Transport boxes with 400 GbE client inter-
faces: a) FlexE-Unaware; b) FlexE-Partially-Aware.

boxes for available capacity for a client fj . Four possi-
ble outcomes may occur: using two existing transport
boxes (source/destination), using and existing trans-
port box at the source and a new one at the destina-
tion and vice-versa, or using two new transport boxes,
if none of the previous combinations are available. For
each of the possible solutions obtained, it is also nec-
essary to check whether or not new router cards must
be created. The computed solutions are then ordered
by least new router cards, then by least new transport
boxes and finally by most PHYs left unused. The best
solution found is then considered for the provisioning
of new lightpaths. It is important to note that the
same drawback stated in 3.1 regarding the uncertainty
of the number of wavelengths needed still applies.

Algorithm 2: Flow provisioning for the FlexE-Aware
Scenario with 100 GbE client interfaces

Input: Network graph Γ(V,E); Flow fj with capacity
γfj between nodes s− d.

1: for all transport box at the source node, ts do
2: for all transport box at the destination node,
td do

3: Check how much capacity is available in the
existing lightpaths between ts and td and store it
in capex(ts, td[Gb/s]).

4: Check how much potential capacity is avail-
able through the unused line-ports of ts and td and
store it in cappot(ts, td)[Gb/s].

5: Set the number of new transport boxes re-
quired newTB(ts, td) = 0.

6: if ts is a virtual (not yet deployed) trans-
port box then

7: Set newTB(ts, td) = newTB(ts, td) + 1.
8: end if
9: if td is a virtual (not yet deployed) trans-
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port box then
10: Set newTB(ts, td) = newTB(ts, td) + 1.
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: Get the set T of all transport box pairs

(ts, td), such that either capex(ts, td) ≥ γfj or
cappot(ts, td) ≥ γfj .

15: if T is not empy then
16: for all transport box pair (ts, td), where

capex(ts, td) ≥ γfj or cappot(ts, td) ≥ γfj do
17: for all each router at the source node, rs

do
18: if rs has sufficient port capacity to carry

γf to ts then
19: Store the number of router ports av-

vailable after this assignment, portsrs .
20: end if
21: if rs is a virtual router then
22: Set newTB(ts, td) = 1.
23: end if
24: end for
25: Select the router with the lowest value of

newR(rs)and as a tie-breaker the one with the
highest value of portsrs .

26: Store the selected source router rs for the
transport box pair (ts, td), and set the router count
to newR(ts, td) = newR(rs).

27: Repeat steps 17-26 for the destination
router rd. Store the selected destination router,
and update the router count: newR(ts, td) =
newR(rs) + newR(rd).

28: end for
29: Select the solution (ts, td, rs, rd) that, by de-

creasing priority:
30: a) Minimizes the number of new routers:

newR(ts, td);
31: b) Minimizes the number of new transport

boxes: newTB(ts, td);
32: c) Maximizes the amount of leftover unused

router ports: portsrs + portsrd .
33: else
34: Block flow f .
35: end if

Output: Selected solution (ts, td, rs, rd) or blocking
status.

4. Results
The heuristics described in Section 3 for flow provi-

sioning were implemented using MATLAB in order to
assess the performance and efficiency of the different
FlexE scenarios. For this analysis two transport net-
work topologies were considered: the German Back-
bone Network (GBN) and the United States Backbone
Network (UBN), both represented in Figure 7.

The considered optical reach thresholds for the
established lightpaths are 600km for 200Gb/s and

GBN UBN

Figure 7: GBN and UBN network topologies.

1300km for 150Gb/s rates. Beyond that, 100Gb/s
rates are imposed. These rate limits imposed by path
distance result from the applied modulation schemes,
namely 16-QAM, 8-QAM and QPSK, respectively, all
considering a 50GHz inter-channel spacing. Each light-
path is assumed to have a total capacity of 80 channels.

Client flows can have rates of 10, 40 and m×
25Gb/s, with 1 ≤ m ≤ 8, with calendar slots of
5Gb/s. As for client flow distribution, it can be uni-
form when all flows have the same occurring proba-
bility or weighted, if each flow’s occurring probability
is inversely proportional to its rate. This results in
a smaller number of larger flows for the uniform dis-
tribution and in a larger set of smaller flows for the
weighted client distribution. The total network traffic
loads considered were 10, 30, 50, 70 and 100 Tb/s.

The traffic patterns range from single point-to-point
connections to a full logical mesh topology, where each
node is connected to all the others. These logical
configurations are intended to emulate multiple DCI
scenarios, from data-center replication to a more dis-
tributed and diverse traffic scenario. This variable is
referred to as number of destinations per node. For the
GBN network were considered 1, 4, 8, 12 and 16 desti-
nations per node and 1, 6, 12, 18 and 23 destinations
per node for the UBN network. Lastly, this analy-
sis also considers three k-shortest path limits, namely
k = 1, 3 and 5.

The case using 100 GbE client interfaces was studied
first. In this case, router cards are considered to have
a capacity of 1.6 Tb/s, distributed over 16×100 GbE
Ethernet interfaces and transport boxes are considered
to have a capacity of 0.4Tb/s, distributed over 4×100
GbE Ethernet interfaces on the client-side and 2×200
Gb/s line interfaces, referred to as 0.4T. Another sce-
nario is considered where transport boxes have a ca-
pacity of 1.6 Tb/s distributed over 16×100 GbE client
interfaces and 8×200 Gb/s line interfaces, referred to
as 1.6T.

In the upcoming analysis a network load of 30Tb/s
was fixed and the traffic topology was varied, from 1-
1 communication to all-all communication, for both
the GBN and UBN networks. Only the results for the
shortest path were considered (k = 1), since this vari-
able has little to no influence over the overall results
when the total traffic load is fixed. Moreover, only the
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cases using weighted client traffic are presented, since
they make the differences between scenarios more evi-
dent.

The results of Figures 8 a) and b) show the amount
of router cards required per Tb/s of carried traffic ver-
sus the number of destinations per node for the differ-
ent FlexE scenarios while the results of Figures 8 c)
and d) depict the amount of line ports required per
Tb/s of carried traffic versus the number of destina-
tions per node for both the GBN and UBN, respec-
tively. For the GBN network, all scenarios but the
Aware 1.6T decrease their efficiency with growing traf-
fic pattern complexity, needing more router cards. As
the number of destinations per node increases, so does
the number of possible flow destinations. Therefore,
the scenarios without full awareness of FlexE clients
struggle with this increase of destinations, since they
are oblivious to individual clients.

In the Aware scenarios, flows can be virtualized into
a FlexE group independently of their destination, mak-
ing them practically independent of the traffic pat-
tern. However, in the Aware 0.4T scenario, the re-
duced transport box size overcomes this advantage,
since FlexE groups cannot span multiple transport
boxes. When the number of flows increases, in the
weighted traffic scenario, the Aware 0.4T scenario ac-
tually performs worse than the other less-aware sce-
narios since new router ports must be used whenever
a FlexE group cannot hold more flows. Because the
Aware 1.6T scenario uses transport boxes with four
times the size of the Aware 0.4T, this limitation is no
longer felt, for the amount of traffic considered.

For the UBN network, the number of required router
cards is significantly higher then with the GBN, since it
is larger. Therefore, the reach constraints imposed to
lightpaths due to path distances result in a less efficient
use of the existing hardware, leading to the creation
of more new equipment. The previous considerations
regarding Aware scenarios also apply to the UBN, with
the Aware 1.6T being the most efficient one.

Regarding the amount of required line ports, it is
clear to see that the Aware 1.6T scenario has the worst
performance of all scenarios. In part, this is due to the
size of transport boxes, with more line ports than the
other scenarios. However, the overall number of de-
ployed transport boxes is slightly higher for the Aware
1.6T than for the Aware 0.4T scenario despite having
larger transport boxes. This can only mean that light-
paths are not being efficiently filled, resulting in the
provisioning of new transport equipment while there
are still lightpaths with free capacity.

Regarding the Unaware and Partially-Aware sce-
narios, the latter outperforms the former in terms of
line port efficiency, meaning Partially-Aware transport
boxes fill lightpaths more efficiently. This is due to
the fact that these transport boxes can map clients
more efficiently into 150 Gb/s lightpaths, since they

discard empty client calendar slots. On the other hand,
Unaware transport boxes transparently map 100 Gb/s
clients into lightpaths. In this sense, whenever there’s
a 150 Gb/s lightpath, only 100 Gb/s will actually be
used. This effect is reduced when network size grows,
simply because 150 Gb/s lightpaths become rarer while
100 Gb/s lightpaths become more common.
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Figure 8: Simulation results: a) Router cards per
Tb/s, GBN; b) Router card per Tb/s, UBN; c) Line
ports per Tb/s, GBN; d) Line ports per Tb/s, UBN.

The results of Figures 9 a) and b) shows the av-
erage occupation ratio of deployed lightpaths versus
the number of destinations per node, for the different
FlexE scenarios while the results of Figures 9 c) and
d) show the average occupation ratio of active client
PHYs versus the number of destinations per node, for
both the GBN and UBN, respectively.

The overall lightpath occupation ratio drops with
the increase of traffic pattern complexity. For point-
to-point communication, flows remain more concen-
trated on single FlexE groups, taking more advantage
of the available lightpath capacity. However, with a
more meshed traffic pattern, flows with different des-
tinations are scattered across multiple FlexE groups
resulting in the usage of empty line ports rather then
already existing lightpaths. Even in the Aware 1.6T
scenario, where FlexE groups only exist between sin-
gle R-T connections, the increase in flow destinations
requires new lightpaths serving them, leaving existing
ones with free capacity, simply because they serve dif-
ferent destinations.

Contrary to the Aware 1.6T scenario, the Partially-
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Figure 9: Simulation results: a) PHY occupation ratio,
GBN; b) PHY occupation ratio, UBN; c) Lightpath
occupation ratio, GBN; d )Lightpath occupation ratio,
UBN.

Aware scenario’s capability of spreading flows from the
same FlexE group across multiple transport boxes, al-
lied to the fact that it can discard unused traffic slots,
makes it the most efficient scenario regarding line-side
efficiency.

Analyzing the PHY occupation ratios, it’s possible
to identify the trade off for the line-side efficiency of
both the Aware 1.6T and Partially-Aware scenarios.
The decrease in client-side efficiency happens because
when flows span multiple transport boxes, when the
number of destinations increases, new transport boxes
are quickly created and new PHYs are deployed, leav-
ing existing ones with available free capacity. This
happens because PHYs can only carry flows with the
same destinations, for this scenario. On the other
hand, the Aware 1.6T compensates for its lack of line-
side efficiency with high client efficiency. With large
enough transport boxes, the client PHYs are exploited
much more efficiently, since they can carry flows inde-
pendently of their destination, contrary to lightpaths.

The Aware 0.4T is clearly the worst performer, since
its transport box size is not enough to overcome the
fact that FlexE groups cannot span multiple transport
boxes.

Following the analysis of the multiple FlexE sce-
narios using transports with multiple 100 Gb/s, a new
case using transport boxes with single 400Gb/s client

interfaces is now considered. Router cards now have
a capacity of 6.4Tb/s distributed over 16×400 GbE
Ethernet interfaces.

In order to assess the effect of PHY bonding in the
overall efficiency of the multiple scenarios, the obtained
results are compared to the the ones obtained by us-
ing transport boxes with 4×100 GbE client interfaces,
previously denoted as 0.4T. In this sense, the scenar-
ios using transport boxes with 1×400 GbE client in-
terfaces are referred to as 400G scenarios and the ones
using transport boxes with 4×100 GbE client inter-
faces are referred to as 4×100G scenarios. The same
approach previously described for the 4×100G scenar-
ios was used in the following analysis.

The results of Figures 10 a) and b) show the amount
of router cards required per Tb/s of carried traffic ver-
sus the number of destinations per node, for the differ-
ent FlexE scenarios while the results of Figures 10 c)
and d) show the amount of line ports required per Tb/s
of carried traffic versus the number of destinations per
node, for both the GBN and UBN, respectively.

With the changes made to the configuration of
transport boxes, the amount of router cards required
dropped significantly, since in the 400G scenarios, each
client interface now corresponds to four individual in-
terfaces in the 4×100G. However, the number of re-
quired router cards is not four times less than the
4×100G scenarios because client efficiency is not the
same. The number of router cards required is consis-
tently higher for fully meshed traffic, more noticeably,
in the Unaware and Partially-Aware 400G scenarios.
This is because client interfaces can only carry flows
with the same destination. As the number of destina-
tions per nodes increases, so does the number of re-
quired interfaces, hence the number of router cards is
higher. Since the Aware scenarios don’t have this lim-
itation, they are more immune to the traffic pattern
complexity.

For the GBN, the Unaware and Partially-Aware
400G scenarios have roughly the same performance.
However, this changes for the UBN because the it is
larger and path distances almost never allow for 200
Gb/s lightpaths. Therefore, the Unaware 400G sce-
nario practically only uses 100 Gb/s lightpaths, since
it downgrades the 150 Gb/s, which means that almost
every transport box requires four line-ports. On the
other hand, the Partially-Aware 400G scenario can
limit the total capacity of the client interface. In this
sense, almost no client interfaces have their full 400
Gb/s capacity available. This is why the Partially-
Aware 400G scenario tends to require more client in-
terfaces and, consequently, more router cards than the
Unaware 400G scenario, for larger networks.

Regarding line port efficiency, the most striking re-
sult is the considerably large gap in the amount of
line ports required in the Unaware 400G scenario com-
pared to the 4×100G one. However, this result was
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rather predictable since the number of line ports in a
transport box depends on the lightpath rate. There-
fore, four line ports are needed for 100 Gb/s lightpaths
and two are needed for 200 Gb/s ones. Moreover, 150
Gb/s lightpaths are downgraded to 100 G/s, requiring
even more line ports. This contrasts with the Unaware
4×100G scenario, which always uses transport boxes
with two line ports. This gap between the two scenar-
ios is even more noticeable with the UBN, since there
are almost no 200 Gb/s lightpaths.

Both the Unaware and Partially-Aware 400G sce-
narios require an increasing amount of transport boxes
for increasing traffic pattern complexity, compared to
their respective 4×100G scenarios. This is due to the
fact that transport boxes can no longer process mul-
tiple FlexE groups, since there is only one available
client interface. Therefore, when the number of des-
tinations increases, so does the amount of transport
boxes.

Since the Aware scenarios can still process flows
with different destinations in each transport box, the
new 400G setting performs as well as the previous
one. However, the Partially-Aware 400G scenario is
the best performer of all in terms of required line ports,
performing slightly better then the Aware scenarios.
This happens because Aware transport boxes serve two
different destinations, while Partially-Aware transport
boxes serve one destination with two line ports, pro-
viding a more efficient use of the available R-T con-
nection.

The results of Figures 11 a) and b) show the light-
path occupation ratio versus the number of destina-
tions per node, for the different FlexE scenarios while
the results of Figures 11 c) and d) show the PHY oc-
cupation ratio versus the number of destinations per
node, for both the GBN and UBN, respectively.

The effect of having transport boxes serving one
single destination is clearly noticeable here. Since, on
both the Unaware and Partially-Aware 400G scenar-
ios, all lightpaths in a new transport box must be de-
ployed at once, all serving the same destination, when
the number of destinations per node rises, this method
is not effective, since there will be more lightpaths
than needed for a single destination. Moreover, the
Unaware 400G scenario behaves even worse for large
networks because it needs to create even more light-
paths with smaller rates while Partially-Aware 400G
transport boxes simply limit the client PHYs’ capacity.

The new transport box setting does not affect the
line-side efficiency of the Aware scenario, since it can
still process multiple flows with different destinations
in a single client interface, as before.

The results for the PHY occupation ratios clearly
show the price to pay for using very large client inter-
faces. The fact that all 400G scenarios must create a
single, large client PHY rather then creating smaller
ones as needed, leads to an inevitable low client-side
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Figure 10: Simulation results for the 400G scenarios:
a) Router cards per Tb/s, GBN; b) Router card per
Tb/s, UBN; c) Line ports per Tb/s, GBN; d) Line
ports per Tb/s, UBN.

efficiency, for the considered network load of 30 Tb/s.
The difference in efficiency between the Unaware

and the Partially-Aware scenarios results from the
PHY capacity limitation imposed by the latter, which
is even more evident in a large network such as the
UBN. This gap in client-side efficiency is even more
striking for point-to-point traffic in large networks,
since Unaware 400G transport boxes transparently
map the client’s full capacity rather than limiting client
capacity.

5. Conclusions
This article presented an analysis on FlexE and its

proposed implementation. The main focus was to ap-
ply FlexE to a DCI network scenario, as a possible
solution for providing client flexibility.

Through the obtained results for the multiple con-
sidered cases it was possible to identify the advantages
and disadvantages of each FlexE scenario as well as the
type of application to which they are most suited for.
Regarding the Unaware and Partially-Aware scenarios,
the former is more efficient in terms of router port uti-
lization, more evidently, for high network loads, while
the latter provides a higher efficiency in terms of re-
quired lighpaths. This is due to its capability of dis-
carding empty calendar slots at the transport boxes.
On the other hand, the Unaware scenario performs
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Figure 11: Simulation results for the 400G scenarios:
a) PHY occupation ratio, GBN; b) PHY occupation
ratio, UBN; c) Lightpath occupation ratio, GBN; d
)Lightpath occupation ratio, UBN.

worse line-side since its transport boxes transparently
map clients into lightpaths. The Aware scenario, by re-
stricting FlexE groups to single R-T connections, pro-
vides a higher router card efficiency than the other sce-
narios. However, the use of such configuration is only
beneficial when transport box capacity is the same as
the router capacity. Smaller transport boxes impose
a limitation in terms of provided line ports, hence, a
limitation in the number of destinations a single trans-
port box can serve. Moreover, the fact that large flows
cannot span multiple transport boxes, in the Aware
scenario, also limits its performance when using trans-
port boxes with smaller capacity.

The effect of client interface size in the overall effi-
ciency was also studied. The use of transport boxes
with single client interfaces was compared with the
previous multiple client interface setting, while main-
taining the same overall capacity in order to assess the
influence of client interface size in the multiple scenar-
ios.

Overall, all scenarios benefit from using less client
interfaces, in terms of used router cards. The Unaware
and Partially-Aware scenarios are most influenced by
this new transport box configuration, since PHYs can
only carry flows with the same destinations. Therefore,
they both turn out to have very poor client-side and

line-side efficiency for more meshed traffic patterns and
smaller traffic loads. The Unaware scenario provides a
lower line-side efficiency than the Partially-Aware sce-
nario because the transparent mapping of client PHYs
into lightpaths results in a larger number of deployed
lightpaths. However, this becomes an advantage for
the Unaware scenario regarding client-side efficiency,
since it doesn’t limit the client’s capacity, in contrast
with the Partially-Aware scenario. In this sense, this
new version of the Unaware scenario is better suited for
point-to-point connections in terms of client-side effi-
ciency while the Partially-Aware scenario proves to be
a better option regarding line-side efficiency, for high
network traffic loads. The Aware scenario’s perfor-
mance practically doesn’t change, since it can still pro-
cess single FlexE clients with different destinations.
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